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iSurety Combines Data Access Technology, Remote Ecosystem Diagnostics and ADIC Service Specialists for
Quicker Backup Resolution
Advanced Digital Information Corporation (NASDAQ: ADIC), the leader in Intelligent Storage solutions for
the open systems market, today unveiled iSurety, the company’s new comprehensive service approach.
ADIC’s iSurety service leverages advanced data access technology to save end users time and money and
provide faster and more certain resolution for complex, system-wide backup issues.
iSurety links ADIC’s service teams and resources with its customers, their ADIC libraries and
disk-backup systems, and the diagnostic information from their storage environment. A key component of
iSurety is iLink, a new technology that gives the ADIC service team secure, remote access both to
ADIC’s platform diagnostics and to diagnostic data from the surrounding storage ecosystem. iSurety
also provides users remote access to ADIC technical service resources, including online service request
processing, web-based event status tracking, and the ADIC Customer Support Center (CSC), which provides
on-line configuration, service, and product information.
iSurety leverages the relational diagnostics of ADIC’s Scalar i2000 tape library, an event response
approach that reduces service calls by 50% over conventional libraries and provides 30% faster issue
resolution. [See today’s related announcement, “ADIC Introduces Major Upgrade for Enterprise Tape
Library.”]
“ADIC is committed to giving our customers better service through smarter use of technology, not by
building bigger and more costly support organisations,” said Lisa Clarke, vice president, ADIC Global
Services. “As data protection systems become more complicated, service organisations need visibility
into the entire backup ecosystem, in addition to the tape library itself, so they can quickly and
accurately identify the root cause of issues and resolve them faster. The ADIC iSurety service approach
gives us this visibility, and for the first time it allows us to diagnose the entire system remotely over
a secure, interactive link. As a result, our customers spend less time managing backup, get faster issue
resolution, and achieve better utilisation of their backup resources.”
Introducing iLink Technology
ADIC’s iLink technology provides a connection to the intelligent diagnostics inside ADIC storage
solutions, and it is the first diagnostic tool to extend remote problem solving beyond the tape library
into the user’s storage environment. Through a simple web interface, iLink provides secure, two-way
communications between the authorised service team in ADIC’s Secure Service Center and the diagnostics
in libraries, disk-backup systems, backup software, HBAs, and fabric. By giving remote access to the
extended back-up environment, iLink allows service technicians to provide faster root cause
identification, more accurate diagnosis, and faster resolution. iLink also has the ability to recommend
additional action, initiate corrective actions, exercise devices and applications for troubleshooting,
and provide a repair confirmation. ADIC’s iLink technology will be available beginning in March 2005.
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“By combining the intelligence ADIC builds into our libraries and disk-backup platforms with our
intelligent iSurety service approach we give our customers a more effective overall backup process,
whether they deploy traditional tape libraries or include disk-based components as part of their
architecture,” continued Clarke.
"It's about time that someone gave IT managers a better way of dealing with the complexity and the rising
costs of enterprise backup," said Peter Gerr of Enterprise Strategy Group. "ADIC's level of commitment
to and investment in improving diagnostics and service is raising the bar for the industry. This
powerful and unique approach has the potential to reduce operational costs by extending service beyond
the library and into the storage ecosystem around it."
ADIC’s iSurety approach applies to all ADIC storage platform solutions, including the Scalar 10K, the
Scalar i2000, Scalar 100, Scalar 24, and Pathlight VX disk-based back-up system.
About ADIC
Advanced Digital Information Corporation (NASDAQ: ADIC) is a leading provider of Intelligent Storage™
solutions to the open systems marketplace. ADIC is the world’s largest supplier of automated tape
systems using the drive technologies most often employed for backing up open system, client-server
networks.* The Company’s data management software, storage networking appliances, and disk-based
backup and restore solutions provide IT managers innovative tools for storing, managing and protecting
their most valuable digital assets in a variety of disk and tape environments. ADIC storage products are
available through a worldwide sales force and a global network of resellers and OEMs, including Cray,
Dell, EMC, Fujitsu-Siemens, HP, IBM and Sun. Further information about ADIC is available at
www.adic.com.
*Market Share: Gartner Dataquest, Tape Automation Systems Market Shares, 2003, F. Yale, April 2004.
ADIC, Pathlight, StorNext, and Scalar are registered trademarks, and Intelligent Storage is a trademark
of Advanced Digital Information Corporation. All other trade or service marks mentioned in this document
should be considered the property of their respective owners
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